The assumption of routing symmetry is often embedded into traffic analysis and classification tools. This paper uses passively captured network data to estimate the amount of traffic actually routed symmetrically on a specific link. We propose a Flow-Based Symmetry Estimator (FSE) -a set of metrics to assess symmetry in terms of flows, packets and bytes, which disregards inherently asymmetrical traffic such as UDP, ICMP and TCP background radiation. This normalized metric allows fair comparison of symmetry across different links. We evaluate our method on a large heterogeneous dataset, and confirm anecdotal reports that routing symmetry typically does not hold for non-edge Internet links, and decreases as one moves toward core backbone links, due to routing policy complexity. Our proposed metric for traffic asymmetry induced by routing policies will help the community improve traffic characterization techniques and formats, but also support quantitative formalization of routing policy effects on links in the wild.
INTRODUCTION
In today's Internet, path stability is not guaranteed, i.e. many nodes along a path offer alternative routes to the same Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. destination. If packet streams between two endpoints follow the same physical links 1 between intermediate nodes for both forward and reverse direction, they are symmetrically routed. Otherwise, routing between this pair is asymmetric. A common cause of routing asymmetry is "hot-potato routing", the business practice of configuring traffic crossing one's own network to exit as soon as possible. Another cause is link redundancy within networks or multipath routing. Since routing decisions occur independently for each flow 2 , load-balancing may cause different flows destined for the same endpoint to follow different physical links, even if all the intermediate nodes are the same.
Literature on routing asymmetry has mainly considered an end-to-end perspective, inferred by active measurements of delay or path differences between endpoints [1, 2, 3, 4] . To our knowledge, using passive measurement to quantify routing asymmetry observed on a specific link has only received tangential reference [5] . We propose a technique that uses passive measurements [6] to quantify the amount of traffic routed (a)symmetrically on specific network links, in terms of flows, packets and bytes. Using passively captured network data, the Flow-Based Symmetry Estimator (FSE) method provides an effective way to exclude traffic that is canonically asymmetric, such as ICMP traffic or nonproductive TCP background radiation [7] , allowing a fair comparison of routing symmetry across different links with substantially different traffic decomposition.
Knowledge of the fraction of symmetric flows on specific links is especially important to traffic analysis and characterization tasks, which are often performed on data collected on single measurement points. Researchers and developers often embed an assumption of traffic symmetry in tools and analyses [8, 9, 10] , an assumption only safe for stub access links, otherwise quite harmful [11] .
We wanted to provide the community with a technique and accompanying open source tool for measuring flow symmetry, as well as raise awareness about macroscopic symmetry characteristics by providing statistics from running such tools over a variety of data. We evaluated our technique on traffic traces from four varied locations (Tier-2 to Tier-1 backbone) in two countries (USA and Sweden) over a period of four years (from 2006 till 2009), to provide a baseline global data set on routing symmetry. Such data 1: given a time-interval of traffic trace: 2:
consider TCP data traffic (TCP packets w/ data) 3:
T f (T b ) = set of tuples going forward (backward) 4:
T f ∩ T b = set of symmetric tuples T S 5:
pkts(bytes) in T S =set of symmetric pkts(bytes) Figure 1 : The FSE method. After collecting a unique list of unidirectional flows for each direction of a link, FSE classifies 5-tuples as symmetric if they appear on both lists. Packet (byte)-level symmetry is the fraction of packets (bytes) sent between tuples classified as symmetric, so that the degree of symmetry can be quantified in three dimensions: 5-tuple flows, packets, bytes.
sets will allow tracking of macroscopic Internet trends. Our main contributions are: (i) a simple method to assess and fairly compare routing symmetry on specific links; (ii) an open source tool for analyzing flow symmetry based on our method; and (iii) symmetry statistics for a large heterogeneous set of network traces. Section 2 explains our choice and implementation of FSE to analyze flow symmetry. Section 3 and 4 describe the data and the results of applying FSE to the data, resp. Section 5 validates the method and Section 6 concludes the paper.
FLOW-BASED SYMMETRY ESTIMATOR
In this section we present the Flow-based Symmetry Estimator (FSE), a simple method (depicted in Figure 1 ) and associated tool 3 to estimate the level of routing symmetry from passively measured flow data that takes unidirectional 5-tuple flow data as input. We could have computed symmetry based on IP pairs (2-tuples), but most traffic classification and engineering methods deal with flows [8, 9, 10] , so we chose the flow granularity. We used CoralFlow (part of CoralReef [12] ) to extract interval-based 5-tuples of source and destination IP, port numbers and protocol. Due to its simplicity, most traffic analysis tools [13] prefer this method to tracking TCP connection state, although we use TCP connection information extracted from packet level-data [5] to validate our technique in Section 5.
Removing inherently asymmetric traffic
Our first step is to remove from the traces any traffic that is inherently asymmetric, such as UDP and ICMP flows that do not always expect packet recipients to reply 4 , and which would mislead symmetry comparisons if they appear in different magnitudes across networks. TCP background radiation, such as network scanning and probing, can also be a substantial fraction of total inherently asymmetric flows on some links, although it is usually a much lower proportion of bits [7, 15] . FSE discards ICMP, UDP, and TCP signaling packets with no data. As a heuristic for the TCP category, we keep only TCP packets without signaling flags (SYN/FIN/RST) but with the ACK bit set, thereby removing unreplied single-packet probes, scans, or attacks using SYN, FIN, or RST flags. We call the post-filtered data TCP data traffic, reflecting the dominant transport activity on the Internet [16, 17] , at least so far.
Observation time interval
We use CoralFlow to create flow 5-tuples for a given observation interval. CoralFlow defines flows by timeout interval, i.e., two packets sharing the same tuple belong to the same flow if their timestamps are within a given time interval. CoralFlow splits traces into chunks according to the specified time interval and collates unique lists of 5-tuples for each direction. The results might be affected by border effects, i.e. long flows spanning many intervals, or short symmetric flows that seem asymmetric because packet exchange occurs at the edge of an interval. We will evaluate these effects by varying the time interval, described in Section 4.2. Table 1 lists the packet-level datasets we considered. The data from GigaSUNET was collected on a backbone close to the edge of the Internet, on an OC192 link which was the primary link from the region of Gothenburg to the main Internet outside Sweden. The link mainly carried traffic from major universities and large student residential networks, but also from a regional access point exchanging SUNET traffic with local ISPs. TCP was responsible for 42% of flows, which corresponded to 93% of packets and 97% of bytes. UDP carried 55% of flows (6% of packets and 3% of bytes). Other transport protocols, such ICMP, GRE and ESP, represented minor traffic amounts.
DATASETS
In the current OptoSUNET, customers are redundantly connected to a central Internet access point. Besides some local exchange traffic, the traffic routed to the international commodity Internet is carried on two links (40Gb/s and 10Gb/s) between SUNET and NorduNet. The data used in this study was collected on the 10Gb/s link, which according to SNMP statistics carried 50% of all inbound but only 15% of the outbound traffic volume. Around 20% of flows on the link during the measurement interval were exchanged via TCP, corresponding to 82% of packets and 89% of bytes, while 79% of connections (16% of packets, 9% of bytes) were UDP flows.
The two core links are part of an OC192 Tier1 backbone operated by a commercial ISP in the U.S. The first link connects Chicago and Seattle, monitored at an Equinix datacenter in Chicago. The other one connects San Jose and Los Angeles, monitored at a datacenter in San Jose. On those links, TCP is responsible for about 50% of flows, which was 85% of packets and 93% of bytes on average. UDP carried about 45% of flows (13% of packets and 6% of bytes).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We apply FSE to the datasets of Table 1 and discuss the impact of traffic composition, observation interval and flow granularity on routing symmetry estimation.
Impact of inherently asymmetric traffic
To evaluate the impact of flows that are inherently asymmetric on traffic symmetry estimates, we first apply the method to all IP traffic, then on TCP traffic (i.e. disregarding UDP, ICMP and other traffic) and finally on the proposed category: TCP data traffic. The last category excludes nonproductive, inherently asymmetric TCP background radiation. Table 2 provides the excluded TCP-signaling fractions, a reasonable estimate for the amount of (asymmetric) TCP background radiation on our links, consistent with other studies [7, 15] .
Figure 2a provides box-plots 5 of flow-based symmetry estimates (FSEs) for 10-minute samples of traffic filtered in three ways. Due to space constraints we only show symmetry in terms of flows and bytes. As expected, the fractions of symmetric tuples increase when excluding inherently asymmetric traffic (e.g. from a median of 53% to 69% for GigaSUNET 2006-04 and from 2.7% to 5.5% for Eq-Chicago 2008-05). But the filtering operation only slightly affects symmetry in terms of bytes (e.g., from 8.7% to 9.0%) and packets (e.g. from 73% to 74%, not shown here), since packets carrying TCP signaling flags are a minor fraction of the total TCP packets and typically carry no data (see Table 2 ).
Figure 2a also suggests that the degree of routing symmetry radically decreases as we move toward the core of the Internet. On GigaSUNET, inside a Tier2 network close to the edge of the Internet, most traffic we observed was routed symmetrically (around 70%). The asymmetric traffic fraction here is caused by hot-potato routing due to local peering and the underlying ring architecture which does not guarantee shortest-path transport. One step closer to the core, on the OptoSUNET link connecting a Tier2 to a Tier1 network, only about 10% of the observed flows were symmetrical. On this link asymmetry can be explained by the load-balancing policy applied on the redundant route between SUNET and NorduNet (see Section 3) as well a regional exchange point introducing some hot-potato routing. On the two Tier1 ISP backbone links, hot-potato routing and other peering artifacts in aggregation induce high asymmetry: only 4-5% of tuples generate traffic routed symmetrically.
Impact of observation intervals
The observation interval used for the analysis impacts flow, and thus symmetry, assessments. Short intervals introduce border effects, such as causing short symmetric flows to seem asymmetric if packet exchange occurs at the edge of an interval. Large intervals increase the probability of incorrectly aggregating multiple sessions with identical 5-tuples into one flow within the interval.
To evaluate the impact of these effects, we split each traffic trace into feasible chunks 6 of 1, 5, and 10-minutes, and apply FSE to filtered TCP data traffic within each observation interval. Figure 2b shows box-plots of the FSEs, reflecting symmetrically routed traffic in terms of tuples and bytes for each time interval (we omit packets again). Observation intervals shorter than 10 minutes have little effect on routing symmetry estimates, which are stable (low interquartilerange) over the entire dataset samples (six 10-minute samples across one month for SUNET data, and within one continuous hour for Equinix data). Moreover, we observe that the symmetry estimate computed on TCP data traffic remains stable on each location over time (comparing FSEs of data samples separated by seven months for GigaSUNET, two months for the other locations), and this observation also holds for all IP traffic as well as for all TCP traffic (not 5 Boxes represent median, lower and upper quartile, plus whiskers and outliers. 6 intervals >10min on large backbone traces may exhaust memory (e.g. 10min of SanJose0807: 2.7GB for 23M flows). shown here). In recent work [18] , Lee and Brownlee studied traces measured during 24 hours on the network boundary of the University of Auckland in 2006, and showed that around 98% flows last less than 10 minutes. In the rest of this paper we will consider 10-minute samples, which minimize border effects but represents a meaningful statistical data sample.
Impact of traffic granularity
In this subsection we compare routing symmetry between two levels of traffic granularity: IP pairs, more relevant to routing questions [2] ; and flows, more relevant to traffic analysis and classification techniques [8, 9, 10] . Table 3 lists the mean values of the FSE metric calculated for 10-minute observation intervals of TCP data traffic. In terms of packets and bytes, IP pairs (which have higher levels of aggregation) often exhibit higher symmetry, indicating that flows between the same IP pairs may follow different paths. 
VALIDATION
This section validates our FSE metric against an approach using explicit TCP flags to distinguish bidirectional sessions, as described in John et al. [5] . The validation method considers TCP traffic in both directions, inspecting TCP-signaling flags (SYN, FIN, RST) to distinguish TCP flows. We define the percentage of symmetric 5-tuples as the fraction of connections with at least one packet for each direction. The amount of packets (bytes) carried by symmetric tuples yields packet-(byte-)symmetry. This flow definition classifies scanning behavior that re-uses 5-tuples as a series of 1-SYN-packet flows, while many common timeout-based flow definitions [12, 13] (often used as input for traffic classification tools [9, 10] ), will label it as a single flow with multiple SYN packets. Figure 3 outlines the difference between FSE and the validation method applied to original TCP connections. The validation method filters out TCP background radiation by retaining only connections with at least one non-signaling packet. FSE filters out all signaling packets prior to flow creation. The filter discards scanning traffic, reducing the size of legitimate TCP sessions by its signaling packets and the respective header data.
Validation performed on a smaller validation dataset of one 10-minute interval from each dataset in Table 1 revealed that the interval-based flow definition as applied in FSE led to significant underestimation (between 14% and 31%) of the number of TCP connections. This underestimation derives from our aggregation of TCP connections into one flow if the exact five-tuple is re-used within the timeout interval. However, when considering (filtered) TCP data traffic, the underestimation is much slighter, 0.15%-0.45%. Table 4 shows the small impact of the FSE filter on symmetry assessments. These results indicate that legitimate TCP traffic (i.e. connections including SYN packets, data packets and RST/FIN termination), in contrast to TCP background radiation (often consisting of one signaling packet like SYN only), rarely reuses the same five-tuple for connections within 10 minutes, which demonstrates the utility of the proposed traffic filter. This fact further suggests that FSE is robust against varying flow definitions (i.e., timeout-based vs. signaling-based), at least for intervals less than 10 minutes.
In terms of packets and bytes, the validation shows that their absolute numbers are slightly higher than FSE estimated, since FSE aggressively discards signaling packets (see Figure 3 ). Table 5 shows this discrepancy during a tenminute interval. On the complete validation dataset, FSE removed 1-7% of TCP packets, corresponding to 0.1-0.6% of bytes, before computing its symmetry estimates. However, this bias in absolute numbers has negligible effect on corresponding symmetry estimates, which shows the validity of the estimation.
Using the validation method to characterize background radiation in the datasets (quantified in Table 2 ), we can confirm that in our data background radiation is indeed mostly asymmetric: it is mainly composed of 1-pkt flows. Between 85% and 95% of the discarded connections are 1-SYN-pkt flows. Verification of the number of ICMP destination unreachable packets shows that no more than 15% of the 1-SYN-pkt TCP flows receive ICMP packets in response. If we did not remove these sources of strong bias from the symmetry estimate, even exclusive access links (100% symmetric) could be erroneously perceived as having substantial routing asymmetry. To further validate our estimation method (FSE), we collected two 10 minute traffic samples on the 100Mb/s single access link which connects the edge router of the University of Brescia to the Internet [19] . Each sample includes about 60 thousand flows, carrying 3.5GB of data, with TCP responsible for about 43% of the flows and 98% of the data volume. Traffic that flows on this link is 100% symmetric, i.e. all outgoing and incoming packets follow this link, so this data can serve as ground truth to assess the effectiveness of the FSE mechanism. Estimating flow symmetry based on all IP traffic on the link resulted in an FSE of only 79%. Considering TCP traffic resulted in an FSE of 84%, which is closer to ground truth (100%) but still a significant underestimation. However, when assessing routing symmetry on our proposed category of TCP data traffic, FSE for flows resulted in >98%, and almost 100% of bytes and packets (>99.99%). These estimates are very close to ground truth and thus highlight the bias introduced if TCP background radiation is not discarded during flow symmetry estimation. The remaining underestimation of <2% of flows, which the FSE erroneously classified as asymmetric, can be attributed to border effects due to the observation interval. Specifically, connections established/terminated just before/after the interval, which happen to send only one data packet within the interval, appear as asymmetric flows. Since this link carries relatively little P2P traffic (around 10%) [19] , thus also little P2P signaling traffic (1-pkt UDP flows) [14] , we believe that the positive effect of the TCP data filter could be even stronger for other links with more inherently asymmetric traffic.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In order to shed light on the assumption of routing symmetry often embedded into traffic analysis and classification methods, we provided insight into symmetric routing on a flow granularity using observations from a variety of Internet links. We do so by proposing a simple flow-based symmetry estimation method, FSE, providing a normalized metric allowing to assess and compare routing symmetry of links on flow level by utilizing passive measurements. We provide an open source tool implementing the proposed method, and apply it to a large heterogeneous dataset, resulting in valuable reference data points on routing symmetry.
We designed FSE to leverage available tools providing traditional, timeout-based 5-tuple flows (e.g. CoralFlow). Since TCP is an inherently bidirectional protocol and still the dominant protocol carrying traffic on today's observable Internet, we established a TCP-based metric. We further filtered out the inherently asymmetric TCP traffic (i.e. TCP background radiation), leaving only TCP packets without signaling flags. This process allows for fair comparison of symmetry across links with substantially different traffic decomposition.
We did use TCP signaling flags to validate our simplified metric against ground truth measurements, allowing us to demonstrate that our flow-based symmetry estimate (FSE) is robust against multiple flow definitions. We quantified the small bias of the filter and confirmed that most of the filtered nonproductive flows are asymmetric, carrying one packet only. A validation of the FSE method on ground truth data showed that non-filtered data results in strongly biased symmetry estimates, where even exclusive access links (100% symmetric) could be erroneously perceived as having substantial routing asymmetry.
We also found that in the data we examined, spanning over four years, four measurement locations on two continents, 5-tuples carrying legitimate TCP data traffic are rarely reused within ten-minutes observation intervals. Shorter observation intervals do not significantly alter symmetry estimates. Aggregating traffic by IP pairs instead of flows often results in greater symmetry. Unsurprisingly, routingbased symmetry seems to be stable over hours and even months, and decreases as one moves from edge links to highly aggregated backbone, which also hinders examination of complete, bidirectional flows on a single link. This result implies that traffic analysis tools and methods (e.g. traffic classification) should assume little routing symmetry unless intended only for stub access links with no path diversity.
